no         MEN, MOVEMENTS, AND MYSELF
caused the marchers to break a few windows, and drive in frightened
panic those who had mocked them, to the protective cellars of their
clubs. Some of the shops in the neighbourhood were looted, and
outraged West End plutocrats, consistently hostile to State action
except when it served their own ends, immediately demanded
protection against the menace of the hungry barbarians at the gate.
This timid outburst of lawlessness caused an immediate sensation,
and fear of extended riot, if not actual revolution, disturbed the
habitual complacency of high society. Something had to be done,
and that quickly. A Mansion House Fund had already been
started with poor results, but within fourteen days after these
events, the sum contributed rose from ^3,000 to ^60,000. Follow-
ing this outbreak of insubordination, meetings in Trafalgar Square
were, for a time, forbidden, but I took part in at least one of several
Saturday afternoon parades, which were addressed by a speaker as
he walked backwards round the square, guided by colleagues at his
side, while his audience followed behind.
In our innocence we believed that these futile and angry demon-
strations were the birth pangs of a new order; that England was
indeed rising, and that 'the day was here.' Hyndman, who
characteristically had allotted to himself the role of chief revolu-
tionist, was reputed to have carried with him, in case of instant
need, the names of the first British Socialist Cabinet! How little
of human nature he, and we, then knew!
The most famous and picturesque of the Socialist agitators of
this period was William Morris, who thought himself 'a dreamer,
born out of my due time/ He was a capable business man, and
he asked prices for his products which put them beyond the reach
of any but the rich. 'There are no greater fools,* he used to say,
'than the rich who buy my wall-papers—except those who don't/
That Morris was a great poet is, I think, established. Swinburne
placed him in the line of Homer. His place as an artist and
craftsman is also assured. As an employer he sought to reduce to
practice the industrial idealism that had been preached by Ruskin.
In his workshops no servile eyes looked down at the loom when
the master passed. He encouraged his employees to regard
themselves as fellow-craftsmen, and *it was his noble ambition to
make the life of each of his workers a poem and a song of praise.
It was his glory to have succeeded in it. There has been none
quite like it in our industrial annals/1 Morris realized, however,
* Daily News, quoted by H. D. Lloyd, MazzM and othtr Essays, p. 53.

